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ABSTRACT 
 

In a cloud computing environment with multiple data centers over a wide area, it is highly likely that 

each data center would provide the different service quality to users at different locations. It is also 

required to consider the nodes at the edge of the network (local cloud) which support applications such 

as IoTs that require low latency and location awareness. The authors proposed the joint multiple 

resource allocation method in a cloud computing environment that consists of multiple data centers 

and each data center provides the different network delay. However, the existing method does not take 

account of cases where requests that require a short network delay occur more than expected.  

Moreover, the existing method does not take account of service processing time in data centers and 
therefore cannot provide the optimal resource allocation when it is necessary to take the total 

processing time (both network delay and service processing time in a data center) into consideration in 

resource allocation. 
 

This paper proposes to enhance the existing joint multiple resource allocation method, so as to provide 
the following two functions: (1) a function to prevent the degradation in service quality of other request 

types when requests that require a short network delay occur more than expected, and (2) a function to 

take account of the total processing time of network delay and service processing time in allocating 

resources. It is demonstrated by simulation evaluations that the enhanced method can handle up to 

twice as many requests as the existing method with the same amount of resources, and can cope with 

the excessive generation of requests from the specific access point. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 

Cloud computing services are allow the user to rent, only at the time when needed, only a 

desired amount of computing resources out of a huge mass of distributed computing 

resources at multiple data centers [1]-[4]. It is also necessary to allocate simultaneously a 
network bandwidth to access them and the necessary power capacity [5]-[7]. As cloud 

computing services rapidly expand their customer base, it has become important to provide 

them economically. 
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It is highly likely that each data center would provide the different network delay to users at 

different locations in a cloud computing environment.  In addition, it is also required to 

consider the nodes at the edge of the network in local cloud (Fog computing [8],[9] or Edge 
computing[10]), which support applications that require low latency and location awareness. 

The nodes at the edge, for example, ingest the data generated by grid sensors and devices, 

and some of those data relates to protection and control loops that require real-time 
processing. The node processes the data, and could issue control commands to the actuators. 

Mobile applications for smartphones would be processed at the edge nodes, instead of 

remote servers located far away, to make up for performance lack of the smartphone.  
 

The authors have proposed a resource allocation method that selects the optimal data center 
from among multiple data centers to meet requests from a specific single access point, and 

simultaneously allocates different types of resources, such as processing ability, bandwidth 

and power supply, to each request [11]. The authors have then proposed to enhance the 
method in Reference [11] so as to meet requests from multiple access points simultaneously, 

considering the fact that the network delay experienced can vary depending on the access 

point (referred to as “Method B”) [12]. 
 

Although Method B focuses on ensuring the service quality for requests that require a short 
network delay (hence, can access only limited data centers), it cannot provide optimal 

resource allocation when requests that require a short network delay occur more than 

expected. In addition, Method B takes account of whether the response time is long or short 

but does not take account of whether the processing speed is high or low.  Therefore, Method 
B could not provide optimal resource allocation for services in which the total processing 

time, which includes not only network delay time but also service processing time in a data 

center, is critical for the user. 
 

This paper proposes to enhance the existing joint multiple resource allocation method, 
Method B [12], so as to provide the following two functions: (1) a function to prevent the 

degradation in service quality of other request types when requests that require a short 

network delay occur more than expected, and (2) a function to take account of the total 
processing time of network delay and service processing time in allocating resources.  
 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains related works.  Section 3 

identifies two major issues of the existing joint multiple resource allocation, Method B, and 

proposes to enhance Method B so as to solve the issues. Section 4 describes simulation 
evaluations which confirm the effectiveness of the proposed enhancements. Finally, Section 

5 gives the conclusions.  This paper is an extension of the study in References [22] and [23].  
 

2.RELATED WORK 
 

Resource allocation for cloud computing environments has been studied very extensively in 

References [13]-[21]. Reference [13] has proposed the heuristic algorithm for optimal 

allocation of cloud resources. References [14] and [21] have proposed market-oriented 
allocation of resources including auction method. Reference [15] has proposed to use game-

theory to solve the problem of resource allocation. References [16] and [17] have proposed 

automatic or autonomous resource management in cloud computing.  Reference [18] has 
presented the system architecture to allocate resources assuming heterogeneous hardware 

and resource demands.  Energy aware resource allocation methods for cloud environments 

have been proposed in Reference [20]. 
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However, most of conventional studies on resource allocation in a cloud computing 

environments are treating each resource-type individually.  To the best of our knowledge, the 

cloud resource allocation has not been fully studied which assumes that multiple resources 
are allocated simultaneously to each service request and each data center provides the 

different service quality to users at multiple locations. 

 

 

3.ISSUES OF METHOD B AND SOLUTIONS 
 
3.1 ISSUE 1  O F M ETHO D B  

 
3.1.1 DETAILS OF THE ISSUE 

 

The system model for cloud computing services assumed in this paper is illustrated in Figure 
1. This model is the same as that used in Reference [12]. There are k centers at different 

places. Each center has servers (including virtual servers), which provide processing ability, 

and network devices which provide the bandwidth to access the servers.  The maximum size 

of processing ability and bandwidth at center j (j=1,2,..,k) is assumed to be Cmaxj and Nmaxj 
respectively. When a service request is generated, the resource manager in the system selects 

one optimal center from among k centers, and it allocates both the processing ability and 

bandwidth in that center simultaneously to the request for a certain period. The processing 
ability and bandwidth of more than one center cannot be allocated to a request. When the 

resource holding time has elapsed, the allocated processing ability and bandwidth are 

released. 
 

In Method B, resources at each data center are shared by the type of request (Type 1 request) 

that cannot tolerate a long network delay and the type of request (Type 2 request) that can 

tolerate.  The allocation of resources to Type 2 requests is suppressed in Method B when the 
amount of available resources has dropped below a certain threshold. The objective is to 

maintain the service quality of Type 1 requests, which can access only limited data centers. 

For example, in Figure 2, the access from Point Y is suppressed to set aside the available 
resource for use by Type 1 requests from Point X.  However, when Type 1 requests from 

Point X occur more than expected, requests from Point X more or less monopolizes the 

resource in Center 1, rejecting almost all Type 2 requests from Point Y. 
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Figure 1. Systemmodel for Cloud computing Services 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Issue 1 of Method B 

 

3.1.2 PROPOSED SOLUTION 
 

In general, Alternatives 1 and 2 in Figure 3 can be conceived for allocation of center resources to 
multiple access points. In Alternative 1, a dedicated center is established for each access point 

and the center cannot be accessed by other points. However, Alternative 1 has several problems. 

First, the divided resource would lead to a drop in resource efficiency. Second, when a specific 
center is congested, the access point associated to it cannot use other centers which have available 

resources. Third, it is difficult to flexibly cope with an increase or decrease in the number of 

access points.  In Alternative 2, centers can be accessed by all access points. Alternative 2 could 

not accept Type 1 requests from access points located away from the center. 
 

Therefore, a third alternative, Alternative 3, is proposed as shown in Figure 3. To deal with the 

problem of Alternative 2, centers are widely distributed so that requests that require a short 
network delay can be accepted. To solve a problem of Alternative 1 (to minimize a drop in 

resource efficiency), resources in each center are shared by multiple access points. In addition, 
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minimum resources dedicated to each access point are placed in each center, in order to prevent 

an access point from monopolizing the resources in a center and to ensure a minimum service 

quality. 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Resource allocation approaches 

 

 

The algorithm to decide the amount of resource placed in each center for Alternative 3 is as 

follows: 

 

<ASSUMPTIONS> 

 

As shown in Figure 4, it is assumed that there are 2 access points and 2 centers.  Figure 4 is 
illustrated with a focus on the resource type (‘identified resource’) that requires the largest 

proportionate size of resource, comparing the size of required resource with the maximum 

resource size for each resource type [7],[11],[12]. 
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Parameters are defined as follows: 
 

 x1, y1, xy1: Amount of resources placed in Center 1 dedicated to Point X, Point Y and      

Points X&Y, respectively. 

 max1: x1+y1+xy1 

 x2, y2, xy2: Amount of resources placed in Center 2 dedicated to Point X, Point Y and 

Points X&Y, respectively. 

 max2: x2+y2+xy2 

 dx1,dy1: Network delay time to center 1 from point X and point Y, respectively 

 dx2,dy2: Network delay time to center 2 from point X and point Y, respectively 

 λx1: Expected rate of Type1-request occurrence from Point X which requires a short 

network delay. 

 λx2: Expected rate of Type2-request occurrence from Point X which tolerates a long 

delay time. 

 λy1: Expected rate of Type1-request occurrence from Point Y which tolerates a long 

delay time. 

 λy2: Expected rate of Type2-request occurrence from Point Y which requires a short 

network delay. 

 Hx：Average resource holding time of requests from point X （The value is supposed to 

be constant regardless of the selected center） 

 Hy：Average resource holding time of requests from point Y （The value is supposed to 

be constant regardless of the selected center） 

 Sx: Average resource size of request occurred from Point X. 

 Sy: Average resource size of request occurred from Point Y. 

 

<ALGORITHM TO DECIDE THE AMOUNT OF RESOURCE> 

 
1. The amount of resource dedicated to a specific access point (x1, y1, x2, y2) 

 

 The required amount of resource is calculated assuming that Type 1 requests would select 

a center that can be accessed with a short delay. According to this assumption, Point X 
accesses Center 1, and Point Y accesses Center 2. 

 The required amount of resource is calculated assuming that Type 2 requests would select 

a center that can be accessed with a long delay time. According to this assumption, Point 

X accesses Center 2, and Point Y accesses Center 1. 

 According to the above assumption, the amounts of resources placed in Centers 1 and 2 

for Type 1 requests and for Type 2 requests are calculated using the following equation: 

 Required amount of resource =‘Expected rate of request occurrence’ ×‘Average resource 

holding time’ (1) 

 

2. The amount of resource shared by both access points (xy1, xy2) 
The size of shared resources in each center is determined in such a way that the expected request 

loss probability at each center is less than a certain value (e.g., 1%) when the shared resource is 

added to the dedicated resource calculated in 1) above. 
3. Other 

Even in the case where only a single access point uses resources in a center, the amounts of 

resources as calculated in 1) and 2) are installed in the center. 
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3.1.3 PROPOSED RESOURCE ALLOCATION METHOD 
 

To solve the issue 1 of Method B, it is proposed to add the following function to Method B 

(referred to as “Method C”), which is based on alternative 3 in Figure 3.  As in Figure 4, the 
algorithm of Method C is described below with a focus on the identified resource. Two access 

points, X and Y are assumed. 

 

<Normal situation> 

 

The resource in center i is divided into the one (xi) dedicated to access from Point X, the one (yi) 
dedicated to access from Point Y, and the one (xyi) that can be accessed from both Points X and Y.  

The sizes of xi, yi, and xyi are calculated as described in Section 3.1.2. 

 

<Congested situation> 
 

In the case where requests from either point occur more than expected, no resources are shared, 

and the total resource in each center is divided into x and y, in proportion to the expected number 
of requests from each Point (designated by x10, y10, x20, y20, respectively). 

 

 
 

Figure 4.Resource allocation method for Method C 
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<BOUNDARY BETWEEN NORMAL SITUATION AND CONGESTED SITUATION> 

 

There is no clear boundary. That is, the action for the congested situation will be taken only if the 
average request loss probability in the congested situation is smaller than that in the normal. 

 

Note that it is better to bundle access points into groups based on geographic areas or types of 
request and to select a center by group rather than by access point, when the number of access 

points is more than ten. 
 

3.2 ISSUE 2 OF METHOD B  

 
3.2.1 DETAILS OF THE ISSUE 

 

The existing methods including Method B assumed services which would ignore service 

processing time at a center compared with network delay. When a new service which can't ignore 
a service processing time at a center is assumed, it is necessary to take account of a total 

processing time (both network delay and service processing time) for resource allocations and 

select the center that satisfies the maximum permissible total processing time. Figure 5 illustrates 
the difference a supposed service for Method B and a new service. The service processing time in 

a Center is designated by H and the network delay to access a Center is designated by d. 

 

A network model consisting of two points (Points X and Y) and two centers (Centers 1 and 2) is 
illustrated in Figure 6. The service processing times in Center 1 and Center2 are designated by h1 

and h2, and the network delay to access Center 1 and Center 2 are designated by d1 and d2.  It is 

assumed here that the permitted total processing time for the request is 1050ms.  In this example, 
Center 1 should be selected in order to reserve as much resources as possible for future requests 

which requires 650m second total processing time and can select only Center 2.  However, 

Method B will select Center 2 as it takes account of only network delay. This results in a high loss 
probability of requests that cannot tolerate a long total processing time.  It is noted that Figure 6 is 

illustrated with a focus on ‘identified resource’ as with Method C in Section 3.1. 
 

3.2.2 PROPOSED SOLUTION 
 

This section proposes to enhance Method C, so as to take account of the total processing time in 

allocating resources and to prevent the degradation in service quality of requests from other 

access points when requests from a specific access point occur more than expected (referred to as 

“Method D”).  As with Method C in Section 3.1, Method D classifies center resources into those 
dedicated to each access point and those shared by access points. Two types of requests are 

considered: Priority request that requires a short total processing time and Normal request that 

can tolerate a long total processing time. 
 

The algorithm for determining the amount of resources is described below using the parameters in 

Figure 7. The parameter definition except the following parameters is the same as in Figure 4: 
 

 hx1, hy1 : Service processing time in Center 1 for request from point X and point Y, 

respectively 

 hx2、hy2 : Service processing time in Center 2 for request from point X and point Y, 

respectively 
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 λx1D：Expected rate of request occurrence from point X which selects Center1 

 λx2D：Expected rate of request occurrence from point X which selects Center2 

 λy1D：Expected rate of request occurrence from point Y which selects Center1 

 λy2D：Expected rate of request occurrence from point Y which selects Center 2 
 

 

 
Figure 5.Difference between supposed services for Method B and other service 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.Issue 2 of Method B 
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Figure 7. Resource allocation for Method D 

 

<Algorithm to decide the amount of resources placed in Centers 1 and 2> 
 

The same algorithm for Method C in Section 3 can be applied to Method D, except considering 

the total processing time instead of network delay. 
 

4.SIMULATION  EVALUATIONS 
 

4.1 EVALUATION OF METHOD C 
 

4.1.1 SIMULATION MODEL 
 

Method C is evaluated using a computer simulator written in C++ language. The resource 

allocation model shown in Figure 4 is assumed. The model has two centers, Centers 1 and 2. The 

resource types considered are processing ability and bandwidths. It is assumed that the maximum 

sizes of these two types of resources are the same in both centers. Two access point, Points X and 
Y, are assumed. 
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4.1.2 SIMULATION CONDITIONS 
 

 The following network delay is assumed: 2dx1=50, 2dx2=150, 2dy1=150, 2dy2=50 

 Requests from Point X can select only Center 1 while those from Point Y can select both 

Centers 1 and 2.  Prob_x is the ratio of the number of requests from Point X to that from 

both Point X and Point Y. 

 The size of required processing ability and bandwidth by each request is assumed to 

follow a Gaussian distribution (dispersion is 5). The average size of processing ability 
and that of bandwidth are designated by Cave and Nave. These are the same for both 

centers. 

 The intervals between requests follow an exponential distribution with the average, r. The 

length of resource holding time, T, is constant. All allocated resources are released 
simultaneously after the resource holding time expires. 

 The amount of resources is calculated with the algorithm described in Section 3.1.2 as 

follows, supposing that prob_x is 0.6: x1=60, y1=20, x2=0, y2=60 
 

4.1.3 RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
 

Figures 8 to 10 illustrate simulation results. Figure 8 shows how an increase in the number of 
requests from Point X above the expected number affects the request loss probability at Point Y.  

The number of requests from Point Y is as expected.  The horizontal axis indicates that the rate of 

occurrence at Point X is α times more than expected. The vertical axis shows the average request 
loss probability at Point Y.  Figure 9 shows how the average request loss probability at each 

access point varies with the value of y1. The horizontal axis indicates that the value of y1 is β 

times the value calculated using the formula given in Section 3.1.2. The vertical axis shows the 

average request loss probability at each access point.  Figure 10 shows how the average request 
loss probability at Point Y varies with the value of x1. The horizontal axis indicates that the value 

of x1 is γ times the value calculated using the formula given in Section 3.1.2. The vertical axis 

shows the average request loss probability at Point Y. 

 
The following points are clear from these Figures: 

 

 With Method C, the request loss probability at Point Y hardly increases even if requests 

from Point X occur more than expected (i.e., even if the value of α on the horizontal axis 

is large). However, with Method B in which the number of requests from Point X is not 

restricted, the request loss probability at Point Y increases dramatically if the value of α 

on the horizontal axis is large. 

 It is reasonable to decide the sizes of xi and yi (i=1,2) with the formulae given in Section 

3.1.2.  If one of them is set to a large value, the request loss probability of the other 

increases. 

 With additional evaluations, it was confirmed that Method C becomes particularly more 

advantageous in the following conditions: 

I. prob_x is more than 0.8 

II. Ratio α is more than 1.5 

 It was also clarified that Method C can cope with the excessive generation of requests 

from Point Y. 
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Figure 8. Impact of rate of request occurrence at point X 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9.Impact of size of Y1 
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Figure 10.Impact of size of X1 
 

4.2 EVALUATION OF METHOD D 
 

4.2.1 SIMULATION MODEL 
 

As in Section 4.1, Method D is evaluated using a computer simulator written in C++ language. 

The resource allocation model shown in Figure 7 is assumed. The same simulation conditions 

except the following conditions are the same as those in Sec 4.1.2: 
 

 As the total processing time is not depend on the access point, two types of requests are 

assumed: 

i. ‘priority request’ which requires a short total processing time 

ii. ‘normal request’ which can tolerate a long total processing time 

 The network delay and service processing time are as follows: 2dx1=50, 2dx2=150, 

2dy1=150, 2dy2=50; hx1=1000, hx2=500,hy1=1000, hy2=500 

 The amount of resources is calculated with the algorithm described in Section 3.2 as 

follows, supposing that the percentage of normal requests is 50% (at both Points X and 

Y). x1=40, y1=40, xy1=10, x2=20, y2=20, xy2=10 
 

4.2.2 EVALUATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Figures 11 to 14 illustrate simulation results.  Figure 11 compares Method D and Method C in 
terms of the maximum rate of request occurrence at which the average request loss probability is 

1% or lower. The horizontal axis shows the ratio of normal requests. The vertical axis shows the 

ratio, δ, of the maximum rate of request occurrence of Method D to that of Method C. For 
example, “δ is equal to 2” means that Method D can handle two times as many requests as 

Method C. In addition, the results for a round-robin method (RR Method), which selects centers 1 

and 2 in turn, are presented for comparison. 
 

Figure 12 compares Method D and Method C in terms of the average request loss probability with 

a varying ratio of normal requests. The horizontal axis shows the ratio of normal requests. The 

vertical axis in the upper part of Figure 12 shows the average request loss probability of total 
requests but the vertical axis in the lower part of Figure 12 shows that of priority requests. The 

amount of resources in each center is the same as those in Figure 11, and the rate of request 

occurrence is fixed. 
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Figures 13 and 14 make the same evaluation as in Figure 11 except that the amount of resources 

in each center. Figure 13 shows evaluation results in a case where x1=20, x2=20, xy1=10; x2=20, 

y2=20, and xy2=10, which is for a case where the amount of resources in center 1 is the same as 
that of center 2.  Figure 14 shows results in a case where x1=20, x2=20, xy1=10; x2=40, y2=40, and 

xy2=10, which is for a case where the amount of resources in center 1 and that in center 2 is 

reversed. 
 

The following points are clear from these figures: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 11.Comparison of maximum rate of request occurrence between Method D and Method C 
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Figure 12. Comparison of average request loss probability between Method D and Method C 
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Figure 13.Comparison of rate of request occurrence between Method D and Method C 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Comparison of rate of request occurrence between Method D and Method C 

 

 
Figure 15. Impact of rate of request occurrence at point Y 
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Method D can handle up to more than twice as many requests as Method C.  This is because 

Method D can make the request loss probability for priority requests lower than Method C 

(i.e.,resources are allocated well for priority requests).  In Method C, the request loss probability 
becomes high when the ratio of normal requests is high, because normal requests tend to use the 

resources that priority requests can only use, instead of those that priority requests cannot use.   

Likewise, Method D can handle up to 1.5 times as many requests as the RR Method. 
 

Except for cases where the ratio of normal requests is 20% or lower or alternatively 80% or 

higher, Method D remains superior to the other methods. In cases where the ratio of normal 

request is 20% or lower or alternatively 80% or higher, most requests are priority requests or 
alternatively most are normal requests.  Therefore, the efficiency of resource usage is less 

dependent on the selection of centers. 

 
Even when the amount of resources in each center is not determined in the way proposed in 

Section 3.2, Method D remains superior to Method C, although Method D becomes less 

superior to Method C as the amount of resources to priority requests is small. 
 

Figure 15 compares Method D and RR method in terms of the impacts on the request loss 

probability in a case where requests from point Y occur α times more than expected. The 

horizontal axis and the vertical axis show ratio α and average request loss probability, 
respectively.  It is clear that Method D can prevent an increase in the request loss probability 

from point X even when requests from point Y occur more than expected, although RR 

method cannot prevent. 
 

 

5. CONCLUTIONS 
 

This paper has proposed to enhance the existing joint multiple resource allocation method, 

Method B, so as to solve the issues of Method B. First, Method C was proposed to cope with the 

excessive generation of requests from specific access point.  It was confirmed by simulation 
evaluations that that Method C can prevent the degradation in service quality of other request 

types even if specific requests occur more than expected.  Next, Method D was proposed in order 

to provide the optimal resource allocation for services which requires to take account of total 
processing time (instead of network delay) in allocating resource, by enhancing Method C. It was 

demonstrated by simulation evaluations that Method D can serve up to twice as many requests as 

the existing methods (Methods B and D) with the same amount of resources and cope with the 

excessive generation of requests from the specific access point. 
 

Since the model used for evaluation contained only limited numbers of access points and centers, 

it is required to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method and to identify the conditions 
under which the method are effective, assuming more access points and centers. 
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